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Greetings Delegates!
Welcome to another enriching experience here at VHMUN, where you all hone your skills and get a
taste of what it can feel like to be world leaders one day. While you are on this journey, you will
excel and achieve and assimilate but you will also be our target. Every chit you pass, every
mismatched sock and even the truth behind the sudden appearance of your accent, will be
scrutinized under a magnifying glass.
You may want us to see only what you show us but we’ve learned to read between the lines. That is
our purpose here. Every action has an equal and opposite overreaction from our Press Corps. It is
our job to make you delegates famous for these three days. We only hope, for your sake, that it isn’t
for all the wrong reasons. With that we sign off!
Best of luck delegates, let the MUNing begin.

Defining MUN
What happened on the 1st day of the mock sessions?
“Draft Resolutions”, “MUN”, “GSL” were part of the vocabulary of most delegates as they were
herded into the auditorium. Though most delegates did not use this newfound vocabulary
appropriately, we realized they did so to look “sophisticated and knowledgeable”.
Soon, our MUN advisor hushed the auditorium down and short announcements ensued. Neel Kabir
took center-stage (as expected!) and began his rigorous training sessions, getting the delegates up to
speed on the procedures.
The delegates journeyed through formal MUN procedures, with introductions to roll call, GSL,
lobbying, Caucuses, among others. What the press noticed, were the ‘slips’ from the trainers’ side.
We chatted mostly about those at “Shetty Canteen”
“Well, if you don’t understand something, its human that you don’t,” is an extract from part of his
speech. It contains his favorite interjection, “It’s human”. We presume that the trainers debated on
their stance to continually use “Ghana, USA, China and Russia” as the ONLY examples in their
training. While Neel Kabir demanded to have the last word, we found Kabir Dhamija idling his time
in the corner, possibly pondering over Neel’s ABC and XYZ resolutions, and finding his companion
in Tarun Toprani as he strode in at a “fashionably late” 3:40pm.
Happy MUNing delegates, it’s good to see many new faces and lots of enthusiasm, but kindly learn
to pronounce “Taiwan- Republic of China” to avoid future confusion.

MOCK REVIEWS
HSC - The Question Mark
A committee that kick-started its mock sessions
with such an extensive introduction to the MUN
procedures that spilled over on to Day 2. You’d
expect the delegates to know their stuff inside
out by now, right? WRONG. Turns out, what
came across as a roomful of delegates that were
attentive and genuinely curious, eventually
became a flurry of question marks. While it was
impressive that the delegates were so interested,
we must admit, their clueless expressions are
starting to worry us. Pull up your socks, HSC!
We’re expecting a lot from you. This is one
committee that’s always been a popular favorite

for its experienced and well-informed delegates,
electric debates and more so, for never having a
dull moment. Brush up on the ‘boring’ UN
Charter (their words, not mine), delegates, we
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see a lot of potential. Here’s hoping you bring some legendary
wit to the conference.

to wake up the raging, and frustratingly boring nerves. We really
cannot blame you. All the best SC!

UNEP/SOCHUM - Learning from China

HRC - Humorist Rights Council

Fresh new faces, feeling the rush of dopamine were seated in the
UNEP room. Tanvi’s uncontrollable urge to sing things could be
called an addiction (Tanvi, control please…). Since there were
many first-timers, Tanvi’s serious questions elicited frivolous
answers from dumbstruck delegates. We found a ray of hope in
the delegate of PRC, but, the first timers refused to give up. Our
advice to the first timers though, listen and let committee go on.
We seriously had a hard time containing our laughs when
questions like "How do I pass chits?" and "How to debate?" were
asked (We would appreciate it if press is not confused for
admin). Debating the “Nemeses of Bangladesh”.....well that's a
funny first. This committee was the MUN sleeping corner,
complete with pillows and ‘blankies'. The delegate of PRC
garnered most of the attention, with his valiant effort to try and
teach MUN procedure, despite repeated warnings from the
chair. Therefore everyone “learnt from China”. “Shut up” was a
part of the chair’s professional vocabulary, quite a stark contrast
to yesterday’s “Sir” and “Ma’am”. Just writing this article is
making me sleepy,
like most of the
delegates
in
this
committee. So the
press follow in their
footsteps and play
with fidget spinners to
keep us up.
Remember, if you
want to be noticed, be
a trailblazer in the
main conference.

Enthusiasm was one thing keenly observed in the Human Rights
Council. The chair, Sohum Banerjee encouraged participation,
and patriotism. A speech that starts with, ‘ModiJi rocks!’ for
Korea can definitely be called intensely patriotic, but it can be
said that members of HRC are somehow unpredictable.
Enthusiastic at the beginning, increasingly lazy by break time,
enthusiastic once again, and finally so frustrated that they are
ready to quit the MUN. The chair had a knack for saying, ‘Fair
enough, not the one I am to judge.’ New pickup lines needed,
sire! Donald Trump was given a special position in the debate,
and we are not
grateful for that. GSL,
which started with
South Korea, saw
some
hilarious
moments, when the
delegate
from
Philippines got livid at
getting
too many
chits, and screamed,
‘Don’t
throw
volleyballs at me!!’
And we really cannot forget the obsession with crises.

SC - Sleepy Council
We find it somehow stupid that delegates of the most important
and serious committee, the most experienced and clever
delegates, were all catching the quick Saturday nap. They could
be seen making weird expressions at anyone who was brave
enough (or stupid enough for that matter) to voice their
questions about their committee. The Security Council was
patiently sitting and listening intently (not), while the chair Sara
Shirodkar explained the procedures and answered the questions,
all the while fidgeting with her hair, while she cleared the
unending doubts with a more “Dude, it’s okay!!!” approach. One
delegate, a first timer apparently, was exceedingly inquisitive,
and
the
growing
irritation could be felt.
Lecturing about votes,
motions of introducing
resolutions, and crises
were
clearly
not
helping. Interestingly,
during the break, the
delegates
were
desperate enough to
pull out fidget spinners

DISEC - Deftly
En masse Council

Instigating

Snooze

We couldn’t really see much of the committee since most of the
time they were being explained the paperwork and told what to
do like toddlers being taught ‘ABC...’ (Well, most of them WERE
first timers). Even when the actual session started, the delegates
lacked enthusiasm and most of them weren’t prepared, although
we did have a few delegates like the Delegate of South Africa
who at least tried to contribute to the discussion. The committee
also had their share of fun when a group of delegates took it
upon themselves to pass a chit saying “Hail Hitler” to the
delegate of Germany even after the chair prohibited the passing
of chits. Considering that this committee has potential, all we
have to say is “Suit up delegates! We look forward to something
interesting to write about in the actual MUN!”. What I would
like to tell DISEC delegates is, you guys need to know your stuff
and learn to SPEAK UP! We hate dozing off during our job, but
you guys almost compelled us to. We hope to see some great
MUNing skills from you guys.
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ModaRated
“Fashion is in the sky, in the street, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we live, what is happening.” We couldn’t agree more with
those inspiring words spoken by none other than the Coco Chanel. What we don’t agree with, however, are some ideas and
instincts of our fellow delegates. Don’t get us wrong, we’re all for expression through style, sometimes it may really work for you.
Ladies, lets not take “Pain is beauty” in the literal sense. Comfortable heels and flats never hurt nobody. Sky high heels, on the
contrary, always have. Gentlemen, why don’t you sacrifice some of that time spent drowning your hair in product, and use it to sit
through a few fittings. You may just solve the worlds peace problem. We saw some impressive outfits last year and we expect
nothing less than perfection this time. There is no need to worry though, by the time you finish reading this, you’ll be on the right
track.

Make the halls your runway 101
Do go for:

Don't (even think about):

Muted colors

Embellishment

Nude lipstick

Loud makeup

Bow ties

Glitter and sparkle

Comfortable heels

Denim

Structured suits

Athleisure

Now, we know that your purpose to attend this conference is to debate, but looking the part is equally important if not more. To
offer just a little more help, from the kindness and generosity of our hearts, here are a few hacks to help when things don’t exactly
go as planned.

•
•

•
•
•

Tie your tie the night before! That way, you can easily throw it on, button your collar, tighten it up, and you’re ready to go
Running late, but your dress shirt is wrinkled? Assuming you’re wearing a suit or sport coat, just press the shirt cuffs, the front
of the shirt, and the collar. No one will see the back or sleeves of your shirt since you’re wearing a jacket. Usually, your body
heat helps release any leftover wrinkles after a few hours.
Stretch Shoes That Are Too Small by wearing a pair of thick socks with the shoes and then heating the tight spots with a blow
dryer
If you go against our advice and decide to wear those tempting 6 inch heels, rub some deodorant on your soles to help prevent
blisters from painfully tight flats or sandals.
Can't decide what colour shoes to wear? You can never go wrong with nude coloured shoes. They match everything and they
make your legs look longer.

Make World Environment Day , EVERYDAY
i)

How to ensure the Amazon rainforest is not called the Amazon desert by the next generation:
a) begin by hugging a tree
b) start planting trees
c) when shopping, move towards buying recycled products mainly
d) when at home, recycle as much as possible

ii) How to take steps to prevent reaching a time where we need to buy clean air to survive:
a) limit driving by car pooling, using public transportation , biking and walking
b) run dishwashers and clothes washers only when full
c) remember to turn off lights, computers and other electric appliances when not in use
iii) Most importantly, HOW TO make sure that you have a part in saving this place we call home?
Understand that these issues cannot be swept under the rug. They are real and they are causing irreversible destruction. Do
your bit and make a contribution to saving Earth. Don’t ignore mother nature’s screams. It’s the only planet to have consistent,
stable bodies of liquid water , only planet with gaseous oxygen and most importantly, the only planet with chocolate.
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Advice from the EB:
"Speak up ,doesn't matter if you’re faking it. It still intimidates people." (Kabir Dhamija, Co Chair, HSC)
"Regardless of experience and expertise, focus should be directed to research and pre-conference preparation, with a special
emphasis on Rules of Procedure and the UN mandate. The best delegate knows, if not more, as much about the debate as his/her
chairpersons." (Hamza Maste, Secretary General)
"Don't be afraid to speak up, everyone has their own voice. VHMUN is a friendly and approachable platform which makes it a
perfect spring board. " (Tanvi Nathwani, Co Chair, UNEP)
"You may know how to debate, but that doesn't mean you know how to MUN! Do your research and make yourself be
heard." (Sara Shirodkar, Chair, SC)

What sort of a Delegate are you?
Well delegates, it’s time for another edition of VHMUN. There are a lot of Chairs we know you want to drool over. We also know of
some serious delegates who’ve come for an “International” experience. Answer this quiz to find out!
1.

It’s time for you to make your first speech. You...
a) ardently protect national sovereignty.
b) got called up by the chair. Why me?! I don't want to talk.
c) say you are willing to be extremely flexible about your nation’s policy.
d) make concrete policy suggestions.

2.

You Registered yourself with the committee because,
a) you feel that strict rules are the only way to survive this race.
b) the Chair was eye-candy.
c) to get away from family duties.
d) you liked the agendas.

3.

One of the top delegates in your block accidentally dropped his or her USB drive. You...
a) read all the resolutions and give a long speech on why everything is a violation of the UN Charter.
b) try and look for personal files of the Delegate.
c) don’t do anything.
d) hand it back immediately.

4.

They’re scrapping your country from the list of countries who receive UN aid. You react…..
a) violently. You threaten to have a MUN holocaust.
b) you’re too busy drooling over your committee chair and wondering if they work out.
c) say “ No”.
d) form an ally with another country and get everyone to support you.

5.

At the delegate dance, your chair approaches you for a dance. You….
a) comment on how inappropriate the relation would be.
b) yes! You were waiting for this the whole conference, too late to stop now!
c) ignore them.
d) say “No” POLITELY.

Mostly As: Well, we guess you’re one-sixteenth Hitler.
Mostly Bs: Delegate, paying so much to drool over the chair….?
Mostly Cs: Better step up your game if you're here to be best delegate.
Mostly Ds: Wow! Delegate, you're an ideal professional (absolutely unfit for press).

Never heard before Questions…..and hopefully never again.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do we have to stick to the topic?
Can we draw our working papers since they are informal?
Can India work with Pakistan?
Can we have world war III?
Who is the nemesis of Bangladesh?
How do you pass a chit?

